
Communiqué 
 
 

Name of the event : Ötztaler Mountainbike Festival + UCI Junior Series XCO
 

 
Class : HC 

 
Venue : Haiming 
 

Subject : Warm up / Call up 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ! 
 

As we have to ensure that the COVID-Protocol  
 

Warm up/pre-start 

Instead of call up boxes we will have a corresponding area for the pre
 
It is not allowed to bring/use training rollers in the call up / pre
Also it is not allowed to position these training roller
 

Call up 

After the commissaires call for the call up, we ask the riders to line up on the left and rig

The called riders will then drive in the middle 
 
Please respect furthermore that the riders have to be available at least 15

 

Team staff 

After the commissaires started the call up t
after staging. 

 

 

 
 
 

The President of the Commissaires’ Panel : 
 
Name :  LUIK     
 
Signature : 
 
 

 

MOUNTAIN BIKE 

Communiqué of the UCI Commissaires’ Panel n° 

Ötztaler Mountainbike Festival + UCI Junior Series XCO 
  

 Format : XCO Categor

 Date : 16.04.2021 Time :

Protocol  will be followed,  please take note of the following procedure

Instead of call up boxes we will have a corresponding area for the pre-start, in this area the rider 

It is not allowed to bring/use training rollers in the call up / pre-start area. 
Also it is not allowed to position these training rollers anywhere else (expecting team area). 

we ask the riders to line up on the left and right side of the start straight.

he called riders will then drive in the middle of the course to the start line. 

ease respect furthermore that the riders have to be available at least 15-20 minutes before the start.

After the commissaires started the call up the team staff have to leave and is not allowed to stay between the riders 

 

       First name : Ulf 

 

 : 2  

gory : MJ/WJ/MU/WE/ME 

: 12:00 

following procedure :  

the rider can move freely. 

ht side of the start straight. 

20 minutes before the start. 

he team staff have to leave and is not allowed to stay between the riders 


